
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

Despite having the 11th biggest GDP in the world1 and being one of the fastest developing countries, 
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Abstract  
Korea has since the end of the Korean War had one of the biggest adoption industries in the world and despite their economic rise and 

wealth today, adoption from Korea has not yet stopped. With the ongoing researches done on the issue, it shows its relevance and interest 

to many researchers as well as the country itself. The number of Korean adoptees who return to Korea is steadily rising and it creates a 

new field for researchers to discover. The purpose of this research has been to look at different factors as to why some Korean adoptees 

decide to return to their home country   in order to find their birth family while other adoptees decide not to. Furthermore, the purpose 

is, to account for what possibilities as well as consequences a first meeting with an adoptee’s biological parents can have. Documentaries, 

movies, articles, books and interviews have been used to shed light over the research as well as frontrunners’ work in the Korean adoption 

research have been used such as Tobias Hübinette and Eleana J. Kim. The relationship to one’s adoptive family relations, curiosity and 

health questions were ranked high as to why adoptees would search, whereas satisfaction with one’s current life was one of the reasons 

for some adoptees not to search. The first meeting could have an influence on whether an adoptee and their birth parents would keep in 

touch, but the language barrier together with the distance made it hard for many relatives to stay in touch. A clearer sense of the self, 

better self-esteem and a family expansion were listed as possibilities a meeting could bring, while confusion and disappointment were 

seen as the consequences. As with most Korean adoption research, it has almost solely been done by adoptees themselves or in other 

cases second generation Koreans. I have, as an outsider looking in, been able to add other context to the research. Furthermore, most 

research has been done of Korean adoptee’s identity issues and transracial identities, but not so much has been done on adoptees returning 

to Korea in the search for their birth families. 



Korea is the only OECD country that still does international adoption2. For 38 years Korea was the 

country with the highest adoption rate in the world and since the end of the Korean War has 200.000 

Korean children been send abroad for adoption3. In the later years the adoption rate has fallen but 

Korea is still ranked number 6th on the list of biggest baby suppliers countries worldwide4 and that 

is despite the fact that the country is experiencing a low birthrate, high abortion, divorce and 

infertility rate5. One thing the Korean government was not prepared for was the number of Korean 

adoptees who have been returning to Korean since the 1990’ies in order to find their birth family 

and experience their lost heritage. This has resulted in extra pressure on adoption agencies and the 

government, and it has furthermore been a reason for founding the so- called motherland tours 

which purpose is to teach adoptees about their home country. Although a 
 

1 World GDP Ranking 2015 | Data and Charts, accessed on 30th of November, 2015, 
http://knoema.com/nwnfkne/world-gdp-ranking-2015-data-and-charts 
2 Tobias Hübinette, Introduction to Comforting an Orphaned Nation: Representation of International Adoption and 

Adopted Koreans in Popular Culture, by Tobias Hübinette (Sweden: Stockholm University, 2005) 17 
3 Elise Prébin, introduction to meeting once more: the Korean Side of Transnational Adoption, by Elise Prébin (New York: 
New York university press, 2013), 1 
4 South Korea’s orphans - Pity the children, last modified  21st  of May, 2015, 

http://www.economist.com/news/asia/21651873-once-among-biggest-sources-infants-international-adoption-south- korea-stemming) 
5 Eleana J. Kim, Adopted territory: transnational Korean Adoptees and the Politics of Belonging, (Duke University press: 

2010), 251. 

http://knoema.com/nwnfkne/world-gdp-ranking-2015-data-and-charts
http://knoema.com/nwnfkne/world-gdp-ranking-2015-data-and-charts
http://www.economist.com/news/asia/21651873-once-among-biggest-sources-infants-international-adoption-south-


 
 
 

lot of adoptees are returning to Korea it is far from all of them, so why is it that some adoptees are 

eager to find their birth family and explore their heritage, while others decide not to return to Korea 

and search? And what kind of possibilities or consequences can a meeting with one’s biological 

family have? That is what I will try to shed light over in my dissertation. To shed light over this I have 

looked at documentaries about reunions, books, and research papers written on the search, the first 

meeting and the life after. There have both been made qualitative and quantitative research on 

adoptees experiences and I will be using both as they will be able to throw a light over different 

aspects of my research. My thesis statement is the following: 

Why do some Korean adoptees return to Korea in order to find their birth family and what consequences 
and possibilities can such a meeting lead to? 

Most studies about adoptees are made to analyze the adoptee’s possible identity crisis and 

confusion over their ethnical identity, so I have chosen to move away from that field and not focus 

on identity as much as on the birth family search. This also means that there is less  material written 

on Korean adoptees returning to their homeland and that most of the research has not been done 

on Korean adoptees only, but has been done with other international but also  domestic adoptees. 

As there has been a restriction to what countries were allowed to adopt from Korea, and since the 

US and Scandinavia are among the top countries who have adopted Koreans, will a lot of my 

collected material be from these countries. Another restriction is who the research has been done 

by. Research connected to Korean adoption is more often than not made by adoptees themselves 

and in the few cases where it is not, it is conducted by second generation Koreans. I therefore had 

to be critical in my reading and analyses of the materials as adoptees themselves often have an 

either positive or negative view on adoption and they can show a  certain bias in their research. This 

however also gave me an interesting angle as an outsider looking in, in that regard as an unbiased 

researcher. 

In my thesis I will do a comparative study of adoption as I will compare adoptees’ experiences and 

thoughts on adoption and why they decide to search for their birth family and why not. Most of the 

material I will analyze has been discovered through qualitative research in the form of interviews 

and since the subject is highly individual so are the interviews. I will mostly be using secondary 

sources as I will be analyzing other experts’ gathered material which I then will critically 



 
 
 

analyze. Not all of my research has been made by experts as I will also analyze materials such as 

documentaries, which will give a very individual view on these adoptees’ experiences. I will also be 

looking at the front runners in Korean adoption related researches, such as Swedish Korean adoptee 

Tobias Hübinette, and second generation Korean American Eleana J. Kim to analyze their studies 

and thereby draw parallels to my own study. I will also very shortly be mentioning the British 

psychologist John Bowlby and his mother and child attachment theory. 

In order to avoid any misunderstandings I will shortly explain the keywords and terms that will be 

used in this dissertation and why I have chosen to use them. 

 

Keywords and terms 
Birth family, biological family, adoptive parents, motherland, homeland, international- transnational-transracial 

adoption, domestic adoption. 

When I will be using the words parents in my dissertation I will be talking about the adoptees 

adoptive parents because adoptees themselves use the word “parents” about them. The  adoptee’s 

biological parents will either be referred to as this or as their birth family or birth parents. Korea in 

my paper will refer to South Korea as the cases I’ve chosen to analyze all have to do with adoptees 

from South Korea and not North Korea. When I write homeland it will therefore also refer to South 

Korea. Homeland and motherland will furthermore refer to the country where the adoptee has been 

born, regardless of what country the adoptees themselves feel is their homeland. The terms 

international, transnational and transracial adoption are interchangeable  and will be used in this 

dissertation. I will however mostly be using the term international  adoption because the focus of 

my paper is not on the racial difference between parents and adoptees which the term transracial 

adoption focuses more on. Domestic adoption will be used when I talk about adoptees who have 

been adopted in their own country, meaning that they were born and raised in their mother country. 

 

Adoption from Korea 
In order to understand why children have been adopted from Korea and what consequences this 

can bring, a quick overview on the Korean adoption history is needed. 



 
 
 

As mentioned in my introduction Korean adoption has been taking place ever since the end of the 

Korean War and although it has reached its peak, children are still being adopted from Korea today. 

There has roughly been two periods where Korean adoption boomed, the first one in the end of the 

Korean War (1950-1953) and the second in the 1970’ies and 1980’ies6 . The children who were set 

up for adoption in the years of the Korean War were mostly children of American soldiers and 

Korean mothers, the so-called mixed children7 and the reason they were set up for adoption was 

because of the discrimination against mixed children in the Korean society, but also because of the 

Korean dream of a homogenies population with pure blood ties. The second wave of adoption was 

caused by the militarian ruling that Korea was under from 1961 until 1987, respectively under Park 

Chung Hee and Chung Doo Hwan8. During the militaristic period the country was still suffering from 

the war and in order to build up the country and overcome  poverty, the population had to be held 

under control9. The population control was together with the rapid industrialization the reasons for 

the high number of adoptees during this period. Abandoned children of factory workers became the 

new adoption target, where more than half of the cases of children who were put up for adoption 

were caused by poverty10. These children were furthermore often of unwed mothers and with the 

stigma against single mothers it made it hard for these women to keep their children11. The number 

of adoptees has drastically decreased in the latest years and today only a few countries are able to 

adopt from Korea. Adoptees of today’s Korea are no longer mixed children but children born to 

single mothers who experience discrimination and opposition in the Korean society. One reason for 

the still ongoing  discrimination in the Korean society is said to be the Korean policies that are still 

based on traditional norms. Especially the wish of pure bloodlines but also the Confucian family 

structure  are deeply engraved into the Koreans and it takes part of the blame for the high rate of 

international adoption12. 

 
 
 

6 Charles K. Armstrong, The Koreas (Routhlegde: Taylor and Francis group, 2007), 124. 
7 Hübinette, Comforting an orphaned nation, 42 8 

Hübinette, Comforting an orphaned nation, 63 9  Ibid, 
63 
10  Ibid, 68 
11  Ibid, 75 
12 John D. Palmer, The Dance of Identities: Korean Adoptees and Their Journey toward Empowerment (University of Hawaii press: 
2011), 162 



 
 
 

Holt adoption was the adoption agency said to have started all Korean adoption and is one of the 

main reasons why adoption became such a huge thing in Korea. The agency was founded by the 

American couple Bertha and Harry Holt who founded the agency to help vulnerable and abandoned 

children finding a home13.  Although Holt adoption helped many orphans getting a  new home in the 

years after the war, they have received quite a lot of criticism as well. Because of the high popularity 

of adoption, the demand for Korean adoptees was at point bigger than the actual number of orphans 

which lead Holt adoption to put up non orphans for adoption as. A child wandering around at the 

market alone could easily be taken by the authorities and delivered at an 

adoption agency and in this way some children were adopted although they were never supposed 

to be. Furthermore did the adoption agencies receive money from foreign interests according to the 

number of adoptees they had available which meant that the more adoptees they could provide, 

the more money they would get14. During the Olympics hosted by Seoul in 1988, stories about Korea: 

“selling out of their children” came out and Korea got the nickname: “The orphan- exporting 

nation”15 which the Korean government would receive criticism for in the upcoming decades. A 

Korean journalist gave Korea the nickname: “koasuch’ulguk” (number one orphan exporting 

country) as a way to self-humiliate, which also shows that not only were the West shocked by the 

truth of Korean adoption but so were the Koreans themselves16. International adoption was 

therefore paused for a while until the negative attention had steamed off and adoption stayed at a 

lower point until the IMF crises17. Today only eight countries are allowed to adopt from Korea and 

that brings the numbers down a great deal to about 1.000 adoptees per year18. It is furthermore 

mostly young and single mothers who set their children up for adoption these days because of the 

continuous stigma towards unwed mothers in Korea. The lack of social welfare for single parents19 

in Korea makes it hard for single mothers to raise a child  by  themselves and with close to no support 

from the government and often no support from their own families either, their pregnancies are 

kept a secret, the child is delivered in secrecy and put up 

 
 

13 Hübinette, Comforting an orphaned nation, 61 14 

Hübinette, Comforting an Orphaned Nation, 54 15  Kim, 
Adopted Territory, 250 
16  Hübinette, Comforting an Orphaned Nation, 86 
17  Ibid, 74 
18 To Save the Children of Korea: On the History of International Adoption, accessed 30th of November 2015, (http://the-
toast.net/2015/09/30/history-korean-adoption/) 

http://the-toast.net/2015/09/30/history-korean-adoption/)
http://the-toast.net/2015/09/30/history-korean-adoption/)
http://the-toast.net/2015/09/30/history-korean-adoption/)


19 Hübinette,  Comforting an Orphaned Nation, 19-20 



 
 

for adopting before anyone notices20. International adoption has for a long time been a shameful 

and sensitive topic to Koreans, especially after the Olympic Games in 1988, but with new adoption 

laws the government is trying to bring the percentage of adoptees even further down, having the 

final goal of eliminating international adoption from Korea. In August 2012 a new law was made that 

makes sure that pregnant women now have to receive counseling and wait for a week before they 

can place their child for adoption21. Furthermore, adoptions must be registered through the courts 

which will make it a lot easier for adoptees who return to find their birth family. 

 

Motherland tours and being an adoptee in Korea 
Because of the high number of Korean adoptees returning to Korea the adoption agencies and the 

Korean government started to plan the so-called motherland tours, in Korean called Moguk 

pangmun22 (visiting the mother country). These tours are for adoptees who want to meet other 

adoptees, experience a piece of their cultural heritage and in some cases it can be a great foundation 

for a birth family meeting. The tours are planned for all international adoptees with everything 

included, speakers will talk and it is a great place for adoptees to talk to others in the same situation 

as themselves. It is a safe forum for people returning to Korea for the first time 

since their adoption, and since they go in groups they are able to support each other and also help 

each other with moral support as well as giving advice. These tours will often include cooking classes, 

tea ceremonies, trying on hanboks and other cultural aspects to give adoptees a taste of their 

motherland’s traditional culture. Since it is not possible to track down all birth families, not every 

adoptee will get the chance to meet their biological family but the motherland tours do however 

often include trips to the nurseries where adoptees spend a part of their life before their adoption. 

Simply seeing the nursery where they lived for a longer or shorter period of their life can be a very 

good experience. More interesting is that they sometimes are able to meet their foster mothers as 

well. A foster mother takes care of the baby or child before they are sent to their adoptive country  

like  a mother  would do and they  grow very  attached to the children they help. 

 
 
 

20  Ibid, 75 
21 Holt International blog, accessed 13h of December 2015, http://holtinternational.org/blog/2013/09/a-day-of- celebration/ 
22   Hübinette, Comforting an Orphaned Nation, 89 

http://holtinternational.org/blog/2013/09/a-day-of-


 
 
 

The meetings between adoptees and theirs foster mothers are often less emotional than the ones 

between the birth family, but it is still a very unique and special experience for both parts. 

Especially, would I through Bowlby’s mother and child attachment theory, argue that a foster 

mother can be almost as important to a child as their birth mother. According to Bowlby’s theory a 

child at the age of 0-3 months, will respond to any caregiver and it does not matter who the adult 

is, this is what Bowlby calls indiscriminate attachments. From 4-7 months the child will have a 

preference for certain adults but it will still accept care from any caregiver present. From 7-9 months 

the child has a preference for a single caretaker and will often feel insecure and anxious if that 

person is separated from them. After 9 months the child has however developed multiple 

attachments and has become a lot more independent23. According to this theory is does therefore 

not matter whether the child was together with their birth mother or a foster mother in the first 

months of its life – the child will feel attached to any caregiver. 

Returning to Korea as an adoptee is both an amazing experience but it is also psychically draining. 

The adoptees might expect to be feeling a sense of familiarity when they return to Korea because 

they foremost finally fit in appearance wise and it is after all their “mother country”, but in fact the 

opposite is often being felt. It quickly comes clear to them that besides their Asian appearance they 

are foreigners to the Korean people and without being able to speak Korean either they feel even 

more alienated24. These motherland tours therefore offer great opportunities for adoptees to bond 

over the same things, and going through it together has by many adoptees been recommended, 

when one decides to return to their home country. The motherland tours normally 

stretches from one to two week so the limited amount of time in the home country might be part 

of the reason why the adoptees never really feel assimilated in the short time they are staying. 

Adoptees who stay in Korea for a longer time say that the more they learn about Korea, the more 

at ease they feel and it makes them feel less like outsiders but more like integrated Koreans25. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

23 Simply psycology: attachment theory, accessed 13th of December 2015, http://www.simplypsychology.org/attachment.html 
24  Palmer, The Dance of Identities, 81 
25  Ibid, 70 

http://www.simplypsychology.org/attachment.html


 
 
 

Daniel Matthews, Samantha Furtherman and Anaïs Bordier 
I have chosen to focus on three different adoptees’ stories to compare their thoughts and 

experiences about their adoption and one of the adoptees I have chosen is American Korean adoptee 

Daniel Matthews (later just mentioned as Dan). In 2014, Dan made a documentary where we through 

an eight episode long video diary follow him from the night before he leaves for Korea, through his 

trip and his experience with the motherland tours, his first meeting with  his  birth family and until 

his departure again. His story gives a good over-look over the thoughts adoptees have before 

meeting their birth family, how they experience their first meeting and what  a meeting can bring. 

Furthermore, Dan is an interesting example because he as the only child was given up for adoption. 

His two biological siblings still live with his birth parents, and even more interesting is it, that he has 

an identical twin brother who he did not know about before a few weeks prior to his departure. The 

reason why it was only Dan who was given up for adoption was because his mother was very sick 

when she gave birth to him and his twin brother, and since Dan was very weak right after their birth, 

the father decided that the only way they  could make sure that he would get a prober life, was if 

they set him up for adoption. The mother was not a part of the decision making, so she never saw 

Dan as she was unconscious after the birth. Because Dan’s story has been documented through his 

YouTube series it gives us a good idea of how he is feeling during the entire process and because we 

also follow him from before  the  meeting  until  he returns to the United States  we get his whole 

story. Compared to written interviews we are able   to see facial expressions during the meetings 

which sometimes can help us to notice the unsaid things and what really lies behind the words of 

the adoptee or the birth parents. 

Dan meets two other adoptees at the motherland conference who I have also chosen to focus on. 

These two adoptees are identical twins separated at birth, now reunited for the first time after 25 

years of separation. The girls are respectively Samantha Furtherman (Sam) who was adopted to the 

United States and her twin sister Anaïs Bordier who was adopted to France. Anaïs found Sam 

through a YouTube video by a coincidence but they were both in no doubt that they had to be 

identical twin sisters. They have both instructed the documentary, “Twinsters” that follows the two 

girls from their first Skype appointment to their first meeting and their trip to Korea, and they have 

also written a book about the same experience called “Separated @ birth – a true love story of twin 

sisters reunited”. One of the reasons why I have chosen to focus on these two girls is that 



 
 
 

although they are very similar in many aspects they have very different views on their adoption. 

Because the girls were adopted into two very different families in different parts of the world their 

experience is different, and that has a big influence on which one of the girls who is more eager to 

find their birth mother. 

 

Reasons to start a birth family search 
Since the 90’ies Korean adoptees have started to return to Korea and it is estimated that every year 

approximately 3000-4000 Korean adoptees return for various purposes26. Some return to connect 

with their cultural heritage by attending language courses, studying at university, they come to work 

or to simply see their mother country. But there are also the adoptees who return  to Korea for the 

purpose of finding their birth family, which is the group of adoptees I will be looking at. Just as 

there are different reasons to why adoptees return to Korea there are also 

different reasons as to why some adoptees decide to find their birth family as well as there are 

reasons as to why some adoptees decide not to search for them at all. 

 
It can be a very emotional and physically draining trip and experience so the adoptee is 

recommended to have a stable health and be emotionally stable as well. They will need all the 

energy they can get and have to prepare themselves for getting drained no matter what27. The  best 

is to not have their hopes and expectations up too high because this meeting might not turn out as 

they have imagined. It can become the best experience of their life but it can also be a huge 

disappointment, especially if the parents reject meeting them, so lowering their expectations will 

be the safer choice28. The trip to Korea and finding the birth family might seem like the toughest 

part of the journey, but many adoptees mention that the real journey does not start before after 

the meeting where they have to figure out how to balance between two families and cultures, which 

I will get back to later in my paper. 

 
 
 

 
26 Dorrit Saietz, ”Chang Lee blev bortadopteret til det forkerte land”, Politiken, October 22nd, 201, 
http://politiken.dk/magasinet/feature/ECE2895676/chang-lee-blev-bortadopteret-til-det-forkerte-land/ 
27 May Britt Skjold, “Forandringer i adopteredes fortællinger om sig selv: Mødet med biologisk familie” (PhD diss., 

Institut for Psykologi, Københavns Universite Amager, 1999), 52 
28 Rolf Rybäck, Resan tillbaka: att som adopterad besöka sitt ursprungsland (Sundbyberg: Adoptionscentrum, 2001) 7 

http://politiken.dk/magasinet/feature/ECE2895676/chang-lee-blev-bortadopteret-til-det-forkerte-land/
http://politiken.dk/magasinet/feature/ECE2895676/chang-lee-blev-bortadopteret-til-det-forkerte-land/


 
 
 

The searchers 
On Holt International adoptions webpage there is an article, written by the Korean adoptee Hollee 

McGinnis, containing 10 questions she thinks an adoptee should ask themselves before deciding to 

meet their biological parents29. Hollee herself was however not the one to start a search for her 

birth parents but her birth family were the ones looking for her. In adoption context she was a so- 

called non-searcher; someone who does not look for their birth family but is found by them30. A 

person who actively searches, is in the same way called a searcher and it is these searchers who 

actively go to Korea to find their birth parents that I will be looking at31. The 10 questions stretch 

from simple questions such as “What are you searching for?”, “are you prepared to lose control?” 

to “are you able to respect your birth parents and their culture?” and they should act as guidelines 

to preparing adoptees for a possible reunion with their birth family32. The reasons she mentions as 

to why one might want to search for their birth family are reasons such as wanting to complete 

something, curiosity, for medical and health purposes, learning more about your identity and 

wanting to know if your family are okay while also showing them that you are okay. These reasons 

are backed up by May Britt Skjold’s case study of adoptees and their thoughts before deciding to 

meet their family. According to May Britt’s study, curiosity is the main reason why adoptees would 

like to meet their family33. There are often not many words attached to this statement and one of 

the adoptees who appointed curiosity as the thing pushing him forward said: “It is just curiosity. I 

cannot put words on what I am actually looking for”34. Finding out if there are any genetic illnesses 

or general sickness in the family that they should be aware of, is one of the more serious reasons in 

the research. Many adoptees mention the frustration and worry they go through whenever they are 

asked for their family’s health record at the doctors and are not able to give an answer  because 

they do not know about any illnesses that might run in the family. Health records especially seem 

to be of interest to adopted women who are pregnant because they want to make sure that they 

do not have a genetic disease they can pass on to the child35. It is therefore also not 

 
 

29 “Ten questions to ask yourself”, accessed 30th of November, 2015, http://www.holtinternational.org/mcginnis.shtml 30 David Howe 
and Julia Feast, Adoption, Search & Reunion: the long term experience of adopted adults(The Children’s Society, 57 
31  Ibid, 35 
32 “Ten questions” 
33  Skjold, ”Forandring i.”, 15 
34  Ibid, 21 
35  Skjold, “Forandringer i.”, 81 

http://www.holtinternational.org/mcginnis.shtml


 
 
 

surprising that many women who decide to find their birth family are in their late 20’ies to late 

30’ies, as this is around the time many would start their own family36. Surprisingly the question of 

why they were adopted was the question of least interest among the adoptees in the research37. 

The reason might be that there is a common perception that children are given up for adoption 

because of the family’s financial situation so it is not such a big mystery why they were given up  for 

adoption. 

Laura Wachs, an adoptee from the United States mentions four reasons why she wants to find her 

birthmother, some of them differing a bit from the reasons just mentioned. First of, she wants to 

show and tell her birth mother that she is well and that she does not hate her for having given her 

up for adoption. She knows that she did what was best for her and she has no hard feelings towards 

her. Secondly she wants to show her that she is doing well so her mother will not be sad, and most 

importantly so the mother can forgive herself. Thirdly she wonders if her mother still thinks of her 

and misses her and lastly she wants to know if there are any genetic illnesses she should know about. 

In her case the health record is prioritized further down on the list and 

comforting her birth mother is what she sees as the most important thing she needs to do38. 

Adoptees who look for their birth parents are in general not mad at them for putting them up for 

adoption, as they know that they did what was necessary at that time and did it in order to give their 

child a life they would not be able to give them under the circumstances. For adoptees who have 

had a good experience with their adoption, this is often an important message to pass on to their 

birth parents. 

 
Although there are not any obvious results that shows what kind of people who decide to search, 

numbers show that twice as many women than men search39. There might be various reasons for 

this but one has been pointed out as the fact that women might be able to relate and understand 

how hard it must be to give up your child, and that they therefor also understand how much a 

reunion would mean for especially the birth mother40. There was not a hitting difference between 

 
36  Howe and Feast, Adoption, 73 
37  Skjold, “Forandringer i.”, 15 
38 25 년 전 해외입양... 자긍심 갖기어려웠어요 , 20th of January 2015, accessed 30th of November,2015, 

http://www.ohmynews.com/NWS_Web/View/at_pg.aspx?CNTN_CD=A0002074063 
39  Howe and Feast, Adoption, 13 
40Howe and Feast, Adoption, 121 

http://www.ohmynews.com/NWS_Web/View/at_pg.aspx?CNTN_CD=A0002074063


 
 
 

the two sexes in the answers given as to why they wanted to search, so besides the fact that women 

often have many questions regarding their health history when they are pregnant, not many things 

pointed to why women search more than men. Another thing that stood out in the research was 

that the older the adoptee had been when adopted, the bigger wish they had to find their birth 

family41. A reason for this was that they are able to remember things from their early  life in Korea 

and for them a reunion would mean that they would actually reunite with someone they had 

memories with, opposite people who were adopted as babies and given up for adoption straight 

after birth and therefore did not remember anything from Korea. 

One thing that was believed to have a big effect on whether an adoptee was interested in meeting 

their birth family or not, was how interested the parents were in their child’s home country and how 

open they were about the adoption42. This implies how much information they had given the child 

about their adoption, how often they had talked about it and how supportive they were of the 

adoptee if they wanted to find their birth family. The more open the parents were towards adoption, 

could seem like a big factor in the decision but it turned out that the interest either made the child 

more interested and curious or it did the opposite thing; it lowered the interest of the adoptee43. If 

the parents were very interested in the adoptees mother country it could satisfy the adoptees own 

interest and they would feel content with what they knew and not be eager to find out more. The 

interest from the parents could also push the adoptee to become even more interested in their 

home country which in the end could end with a birth family search. This just shows one of the many 

contradictions that can be found in this research and in relation to adoption in general. There are 

two sides to almost everything in adoption issues and questions. 

 

Research shows that divorce and other turbulent family occasions also could lead to a bigger interest 

in the motherland and the birth parents44. A bad relationship to the adoptive parents could  lead  to  

the  adoptee  thinking  about  how their  life  would have  been,  had they not been 
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adopted but had they stayed with their birth family instead, and this could lead to them searching 

for their birth family as a way to see what could have been45. 

 
The adoptees who decide not to search 

Then why do some adoptees choose not to look for their birth family? There are several of reasons for not 
searching as well but to a high extent it is about not hurting anyone’s feelings, and protecting oneself as well as 
the parents. By searching for the birth family some adoptees fear that it will seem like a rejection of the adoptive 
parents who have been their parents their entire life.  By searching it will seem like they do not appreciate what 
their parents have done for them, and moreover they fear that it will seem like they will abandon their family if 

they do find their blood relatives46. There are adoptive families too who do fear that their child meeting their birth 
family will result in them losing their child. As Dan states before his departure to Korea: “‘(..) no matter what, 

Mom, you’re my mom. You raised me. Birth search or not, nothing will ever change that”47 and another adoptee 
said to reassure her mother that: ”She’s not my mother; she might have  given birth to me, but she’s not my 

mother. You’re the only mother I’ve ever had and you’re the only mother I will ever have in my life”48. 

Another reason for not searching is the simple fact that the adoptees feel satisfied with their current 

situation and their life with their parents. The adoptees whose parents are very open about the 

adoption and show a big interest in their child’s home country also belong to this category, their 

satisfaction level is high and they do not have any burning desire to get answers to their possible 

questions or meeting their birth parents. 

Other adoptees have some ideas of what their birth family is like and what they look like  but would 

rather stay in this “fantasy” and continue on with their life. As one adoptee says the good thing 

about growing up without your biological parents is that they can be how you want them to be. He 

says that he already has a mother who loves him, his adoptive mother, and therefore does not need 

to find his birth mother. He furthermore says that: “you can’t love an imaginary mum – 
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you can only dream of her”, stressing that his real mother is his adoptive mother and that his birth mother is not 
real to him49. 

Not searching is the safer choice and might be better than the alternative of being rejected again or 

finding out that the parents have already died50. The fear of rejection plays a key role in adoptees 

decision not to search. The fear of being rejected once more, the first time being when they were 

put up for adoption, or finding out things they did not want to know keeps them away from 

searching. The alternative of living in their self-made fantasy can therefore save them from yet 

another possible heartache. 

 

Children of the second wave of Korean adoption are usually tenser about the thought of meeting 

their biological parents; they tend to have more worries, sorrow and anger51. This is because they 

feel like their adoption felt more like a prober rejection from the parents’ side, because they believe 

that the parents had a choice  when they gave them up, but chose adoption anyways52.  The first 

generation of adoptees on the other hand, do not hold a grudge towards their birth parents because 

they think that their adoption was necessary because of the economic status in Korea at this time. 

They therefore see their adoption as a necessity for them and their parents to live, and are often 

more thankful than anything53. 

 
All that being said, it is important to remember that not wanting to meet the birth parents does not 

necessarily mean that the adoptee shows no interest in them. Most of them would like to know how 

their family is, but they just do not feel the need to meet them54. 

In Dan’s case he is worried that his biological family might be economically off and that is why they 

are interested in a meeting with him. He also fears that his two biological siblings will hate him for 

taking so long to contact them and try to find them, and that they might only be around him 
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because his birth parents tell them to. He is after all a stranger to them and vice versa so they do 

not need to embrace him. He describes his decision as emotionally heavy but he is also looking 

forward to meet them55. 

Sam has a very good experience with her adoption and she is eager to find her and Anaïs’ birth 

mother. She considers herself lucky for having been adopted by her parents and knows that her 

birth mother only gave them up so they could get a better life. She is also the one who pushes on 

so they go to Seoul for the motherland tour. Sam seems to belong to the category of adoptees  who 

see themselves as rather lucky for haven been adopted so she could get the best life possible. She 

does not see their birth mother giving them up as a selfish act and does not need to forgive her, as 

she was never mad at her opposite Anaïs. Anaïs has felt abandoned by their biological mother and 

is sacred that if they find her, they will get answers that she might not want to hear. The feeling of 

being abandoned never really left her and she is not prepared for a possible second rejection. She 

is not mad at their birth mother anymore but she is more doubtful and cautious.  The two sisters 

have written a letter to their biological mother in case she stops by the adoption agencies in the 

search of them, and while writing the letter Anaïs feels guilty because she feels like she is cheating 

on her parents. While Sam comes up with what to write to their birth mother,  Anaïs is sitting quietly 

and nervously next to her and it is obvious that she feels less comfortable 

about the situation56. One thing to note is that Anaïs is an only child so her parents are all that she 

has got and vice versa. Her parents were more doubtful about the chance of Anaïs and Sam being 

twins compared to Sam’s parents and they are in general more reserved. Sam on the other hand 

has grown up with two older brothers (her parents’ biological children), and her entire family are 

very supportive of her decision. She is furthermore more extroverted than Anaïs which might also 

explain why she is more comfortable with the whole situation. The two sisters have not been able 

to meet their biological mother yet. 

 

Explanation models 
There are in general two models on why adoptees try to find their birth family, the normative and 

the pathological model. From a normative view it is seen as a very natural outcome and it is not 
55 “Korean Adoptee Story - "aka DAN" KOREAN ADOPTEE DOC Pt. 1,” YouTube video , posted by “ISAtv”, March 6th, 2014.     
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seen as something bad necessarily. According to this point of view it is only natural that adoptees 

would want to find their biological family, both because of the bond that connects them but also 

because it is natural for human beings to be curious. On the other hand the pathological view sees 

it from a more negative perspective and they see it as dissatisfaction from the adoptee’s view57. If 

the adoptee had been content and satisfied with their adoptive parents and their life in their 

country, they would not have had the need to search for more. We just learned that  dissatisfaction 

is not the only reason why adoptees try to find their roots so the pathological view does have some 

holes in it. The two views do not exclude each other because it is obvious from 

the reasons given as to why adoptees search, that both a curiosity but also dissatisfaction can be 

the cause for an adoptee to start a search. 

 
Although one could be tempted to think that family searches were mostly carried out by adoptees 

dissatisfied with their family situation it was not the case. One might also be tempted to believe that 

the happier and more content the adoptee was the more strength they would have to carry out a 

birth search, but this was not the case either. Birth searches are not for one group of people only, 

but adoptees with different attitudes towards their adoption and different relationships to their 

parents were all in the group of searchers so more than anything it was a very individual choice. 

 

The search 
If an adoptee has decided to find their birth family it can take from weeks to months and years to 

be able to track them down and unfortunately a reunion is only possible in a few cases58. An obstacle 

in searching for one’s birth family is the use of wrong information. Many adoptees have been told 

that they were orphans and that is why they were adopted, but the number of reunions that has 

happened in the last twenty years show that it rarely is the case that the birth parents are dead. 

Furthermore, adoptees have noticed that they are often fed with the same story; that their parents 

died in an accident and left them orphaned59. Some of this information is given by the  birth parents 

when they give up their child, some is written by the adoption agencies in order to 
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protect the birth parents so they will not ever be found out, while there are also the cases where 

children were given up for adoption without the birth parents knowledge. Cases where a family 

member has taken the child to an adoption agency without the knowledge of the parents or even 

cases where children on the street has been taken to the adoption agencies and marked as orphans 

are not rare unfortunately60. Finding birth parents belonging to the last category are especially hard 

to find because no information has been giving about them and the adoption agency will often have 

marked the child as an orphan. Some adoptees who have tried to find their birth parents through 

adoption agencies says that it feels like the agencies are trying to protect 

themselves and the biological family by pretending not to have any information or sending them  to 

a blind end. Otherwise the adoption agency would lie about the amount of records available 

because they were too ashamed of how little information they actually had61. 

Korea does still the day to day have a rather tense view on adoption which does not make finding 

your biological family any easier. Many children who are set up for adoption are children of single 

mothers, often very young, and their pregnancy has been kept a secret and is also not supposed to 

ever get out. The mother therefore often gives out the wrong information when they give their child 

to the foster center to protect themselves and their family as well. It can for instance be wrong 

information about the birthdate, the mothers name and age, the family history etc. The thing that 

made Sam and Anaïs’ parents worried about whether or not their daughters were twins was that 

their birth papers had different information on them. Both papers stated that they were only 

children, and furthermore had two different adoption agencies dealt with their paper work. The 

latter was a way to erase the trails for their birth mother. By putting them in two different 

institutions no one would have known that she had twins. 

Additionally the chances of finding ones birth family varies according to which generation of Korean 

adoption the adoptee belongs to. It is for instance often harder for the first generation of adoptees 

to find both biological parents as they most probably never got married because they were a mixed 

couple. The mother might therefore still be living in Korea while the father most likely will live 

somewhere else such as the United States. Another factor is how old the adoptee was when 

adopted, since some children who were older when adopted still had contact with their 
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birth family after their adoption. If an adoptee was adopted at the age of 12 for instance, there was 

a chance that they still kept in contact compared to someone who was adopted as a baby62. 

The next struggle in setting up a meeting is, if a birth parent has been found but is not willing to 

meet. If the birth family refuse to meet the adoptee it feels like a personal critique of them and they 

feel abandoned once again63. This makes the adoptee feel both frustrated, sad, angry and powerless 

– some of the most well-known emotions for an adoptee who is trying to find their birth family64. In 

the case of a single mothers, she might deny ever having had a child because it still is a secret in the 

family, but if she does decide to meet with her illegitimate child it will stay between the two of them 

as the rest of the family cannot find out65. There have also been cases where birth families have 

agreed upon meeting their adopted child and under the circumstances told the rest of the family 

that it is their child who they sent for yu’hak (studying abroad), which explains why they have been 

missing for so many years, why their Korean is rusty and also why their English is so good66. 

Webpages like Korea adoption services have been made to help biological parents and adoptees to 

find each other. The page for family members who are trying to find their adopted siblings, sons, 

daughters etc. lacks a lot of information and one thing that especially stands out is that most of the 

family members do not know, where to their relative has been adopted so the box that says 

“adoptive country” is left blank. Furthermore are their also examples were the name of the child is 

unknown. Looking at the birth years you can see that most of these children were born between the 

late 50’ies until the 80’ies which was the booming years of adoption from Korea. If you look at the 

profiles adoptees have made to find their biological parents, they have all the information although 

we do not know whether their birthdates are correct and neither do they. As mentioned earlier 

there  can  be  a  lot  of  wrong  information  in the  adoptee  forms so  no  one but the birth 

parents would know the exact date of birth or the adoptee’s full name67. 
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The meeting 

If an adoptee has decided to find their birth family and the family has agreed on meeting, a first 

meeting is set up. The meetings will often be held at the adoption agencies, mainly because the 

meetings often are planned by the agencies but also to give the family some privacy. There will be 

a translator present and this person will often either be working at the adoption agency, or if the 

adoptee has found their birth family through the motherland tours, then a translator from the  tour 

will be present. A first meeting is different from adoptee to adoptee and I will try to shed light over 

the different experiences adoptees can have in the following part. 

The meeting is for the biological parents a real reunion; they meet their child who they thought they 

would never see again, a child they still see as a part of their family and as someone they know. For 

most adoptees it is however a meeting between strangers. If the adoptee was adopted as a baby 

they will have no memories of their parents and meeting them will therefore feel like meeting a 

stranger for the first time. The adoptees might be able to see themselves in their birth parents 

appearance but besides that, so many years have passed and things have happened that 

they do not know each other anymore. They expect to feel a sense of connection when they meet 

but they feel nothing68. This is clearly shown in footage of first meetings where the parents often 

will be seen crying and apologizing to their child, while the adoptee will hug their birth parents and 

not know how to react exactly. Some adoptees even feel bad for their lack of emotions but do not 

know what to feel when they are hugged by someone so close to them yet someone who is a 

complete stranger. When Dan met his birth family he felt guilty for not knowing how to convey his 

mother’s love but as he said, it was a hug between strangers to him69. In the adoption research 

“Adoption, search & reunion” 36% said that the their first meeting felt more like a friendly meeting 

than one between relatives, 29% said that they felt an instant connection, 15% said that the meeting 

was like one between strangers and they did not feel connected at all while the last 11% were left 

with mixed emotions and feelings70. This research was done on both domestic and international 

adoptees so the numbers might have varied had it been done on international adoptees only. For 

domestic adoptees there was no culture or language barrier that could make 
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the adoptee and birth family feel even more distant like the Korean adoptees who meet their birth 

families. Nonetheless this research shows that the feeling of disconnection can be present even if 

the parents and child did speak the same language, so I do believe that we can still use this research 

to understand how Korean adoptees feel. 

For the ones who felt an instant connection they really did feel like they had found a missing piece 

of them. Especially adoptees who had been adopted internationally had throughout their childhood 

missed someone they could reflect themselves in. As an Asian in a Caucasian family they did not 

look like any of their parents or relatives and in identity studies of adoptees the reflection  is an 

important factor. When they finally meet their biological family they can reflect themselves  in them, 

they can see who they resemble and this can lead to the feeling of an instant connection. One 

adoptee in May Britt’s study had always been criticized for her high pitched voice by her 

adoptive family, but the moment she meet her birth mother she immediately found out where she 

had it from and her birth mother made no comments about her voice71. That being said the language 

barrier of course plays a big role in the first meeting. There are so many questions and important 

things that need to be said, but with only one translator present can there be delays in the 

conversations just like some things can get lost in translation. This is of course a frustration to the 

adoptee as well as the parents and also the reason why adoptees who want to stay in touch with 

their birth family study Korean in order to be able to talk comfortably without a translator 

present. The language barrier can make the adoptee feel even more alienated from their birth 

parents, and compared to domestic adoption this is a big deal during the first meeting. 

One thing to notice about birth parent searches it that is often more a birth mother search than a 

birth father search. Most reunions are also between children and their mothers but in rare cases 

where the mother cannot be found or does not want a meeting, the adoptee meet their father 

instead. Korean American adoptee Kelly who went to Korea as an adult and met her entire family 

was however more excited and felt closer to her father than her mother. She was adopted when 

she was five so she had a few memories from her childhood in Korea and did in particular remember 

how loved she felt by her father. The meeting with her birth father made her more emotional than 

the first meeting with her  birth mother,  and while she cried  silently  by her  birth 
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father’s side she told him that she never forgot the love that he gave her, and that she believed that 

the feeling of feeling very loved had stayed with her throughout all the years and was the reason 

why she had been able to pass on the love to her children and husband72. I  would therefore argue 

that a meeting with the biological mother not necessarily will be a bigger and more emotional 

experience, but that adoptees can feel just as connected with their biological fathers. 

 

After the meeting 
If an adoptee had been lucky enough to be able to find their birth parents and meet them the 

journey did not end here. The life after the reunion can bring possibilities as well as certain 

consequences that I will shed light over in this part. As mentioned earlier research on adoptees’ 

birth family searches and on their first meetings are not solely done on Korean adoptees but also on 

domestic adoptees. The meetings between domestic adoptees and international adoptees differ a 

great deal. First and foremost, the language makes a huge difference, something that domestic 

adoptees do not need to worry about whereas it is one of the biggest struggles for international 

adoptees. In the same way domestic adoptees often have an easier time to adjust to their family as 

there is no culture difference either, and finally the distance makes it easier for them not only to 

find each other but also to keep in touch. Studies show that most adoptees who 

keep in contact with their birth parents, mostly do so in the first year after the reunion but 

afterwards the numbers of adoptees still in contact with their biological family drops73. I have 

chosen to look at two different experiences Korean adoptees have had meeting their biological 

parents to show both the possibilities it has given some, but also the consequences it has for others. 

It is never completely black and white and even the adoptees who have had successful meetings 

with their biological parents have had struggles to overcome, just like some of the adoptees who 

had bad experiences also can see some positive things in their meeting. 
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Negative outcome 
Not surprisingly for those who had a bad first meeting, chances of keeping in touch and keep 

meeting the family are smaller than of those who had a good first meeting. For the birth parents it 

is as explained earlier, a real reunion for them but for the adoptee, the parents will seem like 

strangers to them. Whereas some adoptees feel a sense of connection straight away others might 

stay feeling like strangers. This strangeness does create some space between the adoptee and 

their birth parents and if they do not manage to get closer and feel more connected, any future 

meetings might be off the table. Another thing that can have an effect on the contact after the 

meeting can be if the adoptee has been anxious about the meeting before it happened because 

they have had a bad experience with their adoption. Seeing their birth parents will then bring up 

all the bad memories about their adoption and they on a certain level think that the birth parents 

are to blame (they were adopted because of their decision)74. A simple reason why some adoptees 

do not stay in contact with their birth family is the fact that they were not searching for an 

expansion of their family or a new set of parents, but they were rather just meeting them to get 

some closure and get answers to their questions. Therefore one meeting is for them enough and 

they got what they came for75. 

The parent’s fear of losing their child when they finally meet their birth family is in very rare cases 

what happens. If the adoptee has had a bad relationship with the parents before the meeting  there 

is a bigger chance of this happening, but it is very rare that the adoptees who have or have had a 

good relationships to their parents will break that contact when they meet their birth family. For an 

adoptee who has had trouble with their parents, meeting their birth family will make them feel more 

connected to their birth family76. This can for instance be the case if the adoptee always 

has felt different from his or her parents and have not been able to see themselves in their family, 

because meeting their birth family will make them feel like they fit in somewhere. They can finally 

tell where they got their features from and they feel a sense of connection. In the same sense some 

adoptees feel that the more they learn about their transracial identity, seek for their Korean identity 

or meet their birth parents the bigger the gap becomes between them and their  adoptive 
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family77. They are exploring another part of them they have either suppressed or not known before, 

but things start to make sense when they learn about their heritage and they can see themselves in 

a Korean context, especially appearance wise. 

Most of the reasons previously mentioned, as to why contact has ended has been decided by the 

adoptee, but there are also other factors that play a role in how the future plan look. Living in 

different parts of the world is a very important factor that makes it difficult for the adoptee and 

their birth family to see each other often and besides that, the language barrier also result in 

communication problems for both parts. Some stay in touch through emails, letters and phone calls 

but with the limited knowledge of either Korean or English it makes it hard to keep the conversations 

going. An international adoptee furthermore has a different cultural background than their birth 

parents which also makes communication and bonding difficult for both parts. Even if both parts 

would like to stay in touch the distance, culture and language can be an obstacle and not knowing 

when they will meet again also makes it hard to stay connected, since the adoptee often will return 

to their own country and continue on with their life. 

 

Positive outcome: 
If the meeting has been a positive experience for the adoptee it brings a lot of possibilities for their 

future life. A meeting can lead to an expansion of the family which now comes with two sets of 

parents and possibly also siblings and other relatives. These new relationships are often useful for 

both the adoptive family, the birth parents and especially the adoptee who will now be in the middle 

of (if lucky) four parents who love them78. Since there is a mutual thankfulness between the two 

sets of parents they tend to get along very well. The parents are thankful that the birth 

parents gave birth and by that gifted them a child, while the birth parents are thankful that the 

parents adopted their child, and gave them the life they wanted to give their child but were  unable 

to79. On a personal level the meeting can bring a kind of closure and it call fill up the emptiness  that  

some  have   felt.   The   so-called  private  changes   are  that  the  adoptees’  own 
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perception of themselves and how they view themselves normally improves after such a meeting. 

In general the adoptees self-esteem improves when they feel more complete as individuals and 

learn how to combine the two identities they might have felt that they had before, those being their 

Korean identity and their adopted identity (which for instance can be a Korean American identity)80. 

Knowing about their past while getting the answers they have been searching for makes the adoptee 

go from not-knowing, wondering and maybe even scared, to confident, content and at ease. Other 

adoptees have mentioned that they felt more comfortable in calling themselves Korean after they 

went to Korea and could see themselves in a Korean context, so also their racial identity became 

clearer to them and more comfortable81. As for public changes the adoptees often become more 

open and extroverted after the meeting than they were before. Their self would become more clear, 

which would result in them feeling more comfortable when they would be out among people, and 

also people around them would notice this change in confidence82. The openness would also lead 

to the adoptees letting people get closer to them. Being abandoned can leave scars on a child, which 

can be shown in how close an adoptee will let people get to them, but after meeting their birth 

parents again, some adoptees suddenly went from an earlier rejection to an acceptance that 

strengthened their will to trust people83. 

As mentioned earlier some adoptive parents feared that a reunion between their child and their 

birth parents would result in them getting further away from their child or in worst case scenario, 

that they would lose them. In reality a lot of adoptees stressed that the meeting with their birth 

family actually improved their relationship with their adoptive parents84. As Hollee McGinnis also 

writes: “Many adoptees have told me that after meeting their birth family, they realized their “real” 

parents were the ones who adopted them”85. The most stable people they have had in their lives, 

and the ones who had given them care and love, had been their parents all along. Their birth 

mother might have given birth to them, but their adoptive mother had been the one filling out the 

role as their mother. 
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Other adoptees agreed that the meeting helped to give them a beginning, middle and an end in 

their life journey86. If the adoptee felt as if they were in the middle of their life now, they had always 

been missing the beginning of their life. Meeting their birth parents and getting answers to their 

questions gave them a start to their life and journey, and with that they would be able to create an 

ending too so the circle was complete. 

There were finally also adoptees who decided to stay in Korea after meeting their birth family or 

who maybe were in Korea already, and they had lots of opportunities to get to know their birth 

families and spend time with them. They would often attend Korean classes that would help them 

to communicate with their birth family, and learning about the culture on a first hand basis made 

them able to get a lot closer to them as well87. 

These possibilities and consequences have appeared if a search has resulted in a either bad or good 

meeting, but even for the adoptees who ended up not finding their biological family it had  an 

impact. If a search was without a result it did not necessarily mean that the adoptee viewed it as a 

bad experience. The feeling that they at least tried to find their birth family gave them something, 

and in some way they felt like they were finally the ones in control over their adoption story. They 

took control over their own lives and although they did not get what they came to Korea for, they 

were able to experience Korea, experience their cultural heritage and bond with other adoptees 

who were in the same situation88. Their experience would not be forgotten but would hopefully help 

other adoptees who were going through the same things and feelings89. 

There are of course also struggles and decisions that need to be made by adoptees who viewed their 

meeting as successful. Daniel Matthews defines his own meeting with his birth family as a success 

and as a good experience, but also he struggles after the meeting. In Dan’s case he knows that after 

he left Korea his family will continue to live on like they used to before he came. Since Dan’s actual 

birth family still all live together, he is not as integrated in the family as his sister and twin brother 

is. Seeing how they live in Korea has given him an idea of how his life would have been if he had not 

been adopted and knowing that, a meeting creates a lot of questions that the 
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adoptee either has to find answers to or that they will probably never know, such as “what would 

my life had been like had I grown up with my birth family?”. These “what if” questions will probably 

never be answered so even though a meeting was supposed to bring all the answers, it can also 

create even more. One adoptee said that the after she meet her birth parents she had expected to 

find all the answers but now she also doubts if she ever will90. 

What is interesting to note is, that people rarely regretted having met their birth parents no matter 

how the meeting had gone. They did not regret their decision even if the meeting had not lived up 

to the adoptees expectations. Living in uncertainty as the alternative would have been worse than 

having a bad meeting91. 

 
Conclusion 

By analyzing books, interviews, and documentaries I have tried to answer my thesis statement 

through a comparative model. The statement was a lot more complex than I originally thought it 

would be and much more individual as well. Although we tend to divide adoptees into searchers 

and adoptees who do not search, the traits of the adoptees in both groups are not exclusive. Some 

adoptees might be searching for their birth family because of their parents support while others 

might be uncalled for it because of that. In every group there were reasons speaking both for and 

against a search and it made it a much more individual choice than one that can be split into certain 

groups. There was however a tendency for women to seek more than men  and  the average age of 

adoptees seeking was in their late twenties and start thirties and there was also a tendency for 

adoptees who were older when adopted to try and find their birth parents. Curiosity ranked highest 

as the reason why adoptees would want to meet their birth family,  closely  followed by wanting to 

tell and show their birth parents that they made the right choice, wanting to know about any 

illnesses in the family and knowing that their birth parents were okay. Another reason was if the 

adoptee had had a bad experience with their adoption or if they had a tense relationship with their 

parents. This could lead to them wanting to find their biological heritage so 
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they hopefully could connect with someone. What surprised me with the research was that 

reuniting with the birth mother because of a longing for her, rarely is the main reason why adoptees 

return. Hardly any adoptees were doing the birth search for the sole purpose of  reuniting with their 

birth mother who they missed, but the above mentioned reasons used to be the driven force more 

often. There were also more reasons as to why adoptees decided not to search for their biological 

family. This was often reasoned with the level of content and  satisfaction the adoptees felt with 

their current lives. If they were satisfied with their life there  was no reason for them to dig in the 

past and their adoption was not something they were that curious about. Another reason why 

adoptees decided not to search was to avoid the possible second rejection. The fear of what could 

happen and the emotional journey they would start, scared them so they prevented themselves 

from being hurt. Not only were the protecting themselves but also their parents because some of 

them would feel guilty if they searched for  their birth parents. They were afraid that their parents 

would see it as a rejection of them, and since they after all always had been their parents they would 

not risk hurting them. 

The first meeting between an adoptee and their birth family varied a lot from adoptee to adoptee. 

The most common was to have a friendly first meeting that felt a bit more like friends meeting than 

actually meeting a relative. Followed by that came; the feeling of meeting a total stranger, meeting 

a long lost relative and lastly a feeling of even more confusing and a mixture of feelings. Because of 

the language barrier both the meeting and the time after could be complicated. A translator needed 

to be present during the meetings and if they were not the adoptees were frustrated by the 

language barrier that made it impossible for them to have comfortable conversations with their 

birth family. As for the time after the meeting it depended much on the first meeting. Had the 

adoptee had a good meeting, there was a big chance of them wanting to stay in touch but unless 

the adoptee stayed in Korea the distance as well as the language made it hard. Had the meeting not 

been as great or had the adoptee only been interested in getting information from their birth family, 

the first meeting could very well be their last meeting as well. 

The meeting could bring both possibilities and also consequences and even in the case of a good 

meeting it did not exclude any consequences. The possibilities were that the adoptees family  could 

expand, it could result in a stronger sense of the self and a better perception of their own 



 
 
 

identity and a satisfaction. On the other hand, the meetings could also lead to more confusion 

because the adoptee was suddenly caught in between two families and two cultures. Others wanted 

to stay in touch with their birth family but the distance and language made it hard which was a big 

frustration to the adoptee. Lastly if the birth parents did not agree to meet, the feeling  of being 

rejected a second time felt much more personal because it felt like it was an actual critique and 

rejection of them as a person and it left deep scars on the adoptees. Some adoptees wanted to 

return to Korea again one day and said that going back was one of the best decisions they ever 

made, while others got closure on their seeking and now knew that they would not be able to live 

in Korea because it after all, was a foreign home country to them. However, leaving with this feeling 

also calmed them – they knew that they had at least tried. 

 
 
 

As mentioned in my introduction most of the material I have used in my dissertation has been 

written and researched by either Korean adoptees themselves or second generation Koreans. 

Especially the adoptees who do search on Korean adoption have a rather negative perception of it 

which can play a role in the research. They have the benefit of actually knowing what it is like to  be 

an adoptee and be insiders in the research but I believe that me as an outsider looking in can bring 

in a new perspective. I believe that I can add a less biased analysis of adoption because the subject 

is not personal to me and not as sensitive to me as to adoptees themselves. It however also makes 

it a limitation because I might not be able to understand the problem in the same way as adoptees 

do. Another limitation in my research was that some of the research was done on not only Korean 

adoptees, but also on other international adoptees as well as domestic adoptees. These three 

groups can all have very different stories to tell and I especially think that having domestic and 

international adoptees in the same research group, without splitting them up can give us incorrect 

results. Doing research on a group of Korean adoptees only, would give us a better image of how 

they deal with reunions and the choices they make after the meeting. 

Korean adoption is a broad research field but has mostly been researched in the fields of adoptees 

identities and ethnical understanding rather than in adoptees first meeting with their birth  families 

and the life after the meeting. My research also only covers a very small part of Korean adoption 

and there are many more fields to discover. There are many other fields under Korean 



 
 
 

adoption that one could explore such as what the Korean government does to help Korean adoptees 

who return to Korea, how Koreans view the adoptees and what it is like for Korean adoptees to 

move back to Korea. One could also look at how adoptees who grow up with their biological siblings 

feel about their adoption and compare them to adoptees who grow up with  their adoptive parent’s 

biological children, with other adoptees or as single children. Finally one can also look into whether 

or not we can actually call these meetings between adoptees and their birth families reunions? 

There are many possibilities and the field could in my opinion use more focused studies, where 

Korean adoptees are the focus group so we get specific results for Korean adoptees experiences. 
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